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ABSTRACT

As a part of the Radiological Ass i s tance Program, members of the Safety
and Environmental Protect ion Div i s ion of Brookhaven National Laboratory have
served as a response team for many years to the northeastern s e c t i o n of the
United States* During t h i s t ime, responses have been made to severa l s i g n i f i -
cant i n c i d e n t s , including the accident at Three Mile I s land .

The planning and preparation for emergency response a c t i v i t i e s w i l l be
di scussed . Included w i l l be a review of instrument requirements, a n a l y t i c a l
and support equipment, modes of response, and communication needs. Interac-
t i o n with and support from other response teams w i l l be d iscussed . In p a r t i c -
u l a r , the l e s sons from the response to Three Mile Island w i l l be reviewed.

Research carried out under the auspice of the U.
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I. Introduction

As a part of the Radiological Assistance Program (RAP), members of the
Safety and Environmental Protection Division of Brookhaven National Laboratory
have served as a response team for radiation incidents and emergencies in the
northeastern region of the United States for many years. This program was e s -
tablished i n i t i a l l y by the AEC and i s currently administered by the Department
of Energy. It has received about 30 calls/year from a wide range of govern-
mental; industrial, academic, and private groups. Almost a l l of these cal ls
have been handled by telephone consultation and/or by referral to local au-
thor i t i e s . Only three ca l l s have required a substantial response by Labora-
tory staff . One of these responses, the monitoring of commercial aircraft
that had possibly flown through radioactive fallout associated with a Chinese
nuclear detonation, was primarily to reassure the public rather than a re-
sponse to a potential acute hazard. The other two occasions, a plutonium
glove box explosion ir Poughkeepsie, New York and the accident at Three Mile
Island (TMI), involve, ignificant ind urgent problems which required a rapid
coordinated response. The magnitude of the situation at TMI was a major chal-
lenge to our planning and preparation» The current state of our planning
based on these incidents wil l be reviewed in this paper. It i s assumed that
any group of trained personnel, not necessarily members of a DOE Laboratory,
could make a simi-ar response and perform similar functions using their own
instruments.

II. Description of Plan

Access to the RAP response team is via a special telephone which is
manned around the clock. Twelve individuals, one of whom is designated the
primary monthly contact on a rotating basis, are available to respond on short
notice to requests for assistance. If the primary individual is not avail-
able, to receive the call, the other individuals on the list are contacted in
a specified order. Other members of the Safety and Environmental Protection
Division staff with special competences (e.g. instrument maintenance or an-
alytical chemistry) may be called upon to supplement the capability of a re-
gular team member, if and when this seems desirable.

Each regular member of the RAP response group has been provided a de-
tailed manual. It luludes a complete listing of local, state and federal
radiological agencies in the northeastern states, as well as all supporting



federal agencies which may be called upon in a major response. Dedicated
field kits, containing selected instruments and other equipment, are available
for pickup at a central facility in the Laboratory. The contents of these
kits are shown in pages i-viii in Attachment 1. Depending upon location, na-
ture of the emergency and weather conditions, the response of the team would
be by helicopter or by motor vehicle*
III. Response to a Reactor Accident

In the initial response to a major reactor incident, the size of the
team and the extent of the equipment to be taken may be limited if the re-
sponse is by helicopter. In our planning, we have given particular emphasis
to the survey instrument kits, a multi-channel analyzar kit (including de-
tector systems), air sampling kits, and protective clothing kits. Backup and/
or supplemental apparatus and equipment may be commandered from routine use
at BNL and brought to the scene as needed. The initial equipment is intended
to permit tne team to make immediate assessments of the direct exposure and
inhalation pathways (particularly for iodine). These two pathways require the
most rapid evaluation in order to determine if prompt protective actions are
required.

A. Direct Exposure

Selection of instruments for evaluation of the plume exposure
pathway should be made with the following criteria in mind. Certain radio-
nuclides(l) can be expected to dominant the whole-body and inhalation
pathways (See Fig. 1 ) . For whole-body exposures, the radicnuclides of con-
cern emit gamma rays over an energy range from 80 keV up to 2 meV, thereby de-
fining the required energy response of the minimum required survey instru-
ment.

The range of dose rates that these f ie ld survey instruments can
should respond to vary from 1 mR/hr to 10 R/hr(2). The upper end of the
range i s adequate to handle the highest possible dose rates that might be pos-
s ible in the f ie ld for even a serious core melt, followed by failure of con-
tainment. The lower end i s clearly sufficiently sensitive to establish that
protective actions are not required. However, the need to monitor down to a l -
aost background levels should be anticipated in other to provide information
to government authorities and the press on actual dose rates . Portable
sc in t i l l a t i on detectors, capable of measuring dose rates comparable to natural
background, would be required for this purpose.

B. Air Sampling

Air sampling i s required to establish the type and magnitude of
the potential doses from the inhalation pathway. As i s shown in Figure 1, the
highest internal exposures are expected from radioiodines. Consequently, they
have received the greatest attention in the assessment of the inhalation com-
ponents of plume act iv i ty . The equipment to be taken in our i n i t i a l response
includes air samplers(3) which can directly measure radio'iodine concen-
trations at levels which could result in about 1 rein dose commitment to a
chi ld's thyroid for a two hour exposure. This system thus permits rapid f ie ld
determination of iodine concentrations which may produce doses approaching the
protective action guides»



The collection of noble gases on charcoal media regularly used for the
sampling of radioiodines can greatly complicate the rapid, simple assessment
of the iodine concentration. Thus, there is considerable opportunity for
significant error in the field radioiodine measurement, unless great care is
used* For example, in the early off-site assessment of the TMI releases con-
ducted by the utility, there were indications that significant concentrations
of iodine were present. This misinterpretation was caused by a system with a
single channel analyzer, centered on the 365 keV 1311 gamma photon. Since
noble gases were also being collected by the charcoal collecting media, pulse
pileup from the lower energy photons and the Compton background of higher en-
ergy photons, produced pulses in the iodine window, thereby causing the mis-
interpretation that iodine was present. Other approaches^) have been sug-
gested, including the use of two single channel analyzers to permit a back-
ground subtraction and thus to reduce the interference from noble gas. The
Brookhaven air sampler uses filters designed specifically for minimal re-
tention of noble gases.

Although samplers may provide capability for field evaluation of iodine
concentrations at high and medium levels, a capability by the laboratory
evaluation to confirm these field measurements and/or to determine concen-
trations at much lower levels is essential. In the TMI situation, this an-
alytical capability was provided by transport of multi-channel analyzers, a
Nal crystal, a high purity germanium detector, and all the associated equip-
ment. This capability permitted analysis of iodine air concentrations down to
values of 1 x 10-12 pCi/crn3 for 300 SCF samples and 1 hour counting
time(5). This capability for gamma ray analysis is also important in the
event that other radionuclides were being released. Finally, as the emphasis
of the emergency response shifts from the plume exposure pathway to the
deposition-ingestion pathway, the analysis of vegetation and a soil also re-
quires the analytical lab capability.

C. Deployment of Instruments

If a radioactive plume is being released from regular air ef-
fluent pathways, the first estimate of off-site doses should come from the
plant effluent monitors, or from other estimates based upon plant conditions
and postulated releases. The primary purpose of the off-site assessment is
then to make confirmatory measurements of these initial estimates, in order to
confirm the necessity of the proposed or implemented protective actions. A
few measurements should be sufficient to make this confirmation. Assuming
that radiogases are present, the location of the plume may readily be de-
termined. These measurements should be made in the centerline of the plume at
ground level and in the range of 1-5 miles from the point of release. Our
planning provides for 2-3 teams of two people each who would take direct gamma
measurements during the traversal of the plumes and who would collect air
samples at points of maximum dose rates. Initial evaluations of iodine levels
would be performed in the field away frota the plume. The samples would then
be taken to the location where the gamma-ray spectrometer had been set up. We
believe these initial surveys can be performed with 4-6 pe'ople within a time
period of 1-2 hours. In order to provide for the setup of the counting ap-
paratus and for a team captain for coordination at the environmental evalua-
tion command point, we expect to respond with a total team of 7 people. A



second team of 7 people, to provide for backup or relief for extended sampling
activities, would be dispatched upon the advice of the initial response team
captain that they might be needed.

s

The initial deployment of the BNL response teams is primarily directed
to supplement the capability of the local radiological agencies in the es-
tablishment of the magnitude of off-site doses, through the use of portable
survey and sampling equipment. The emphasis of this phase of the mission is
to determine if the actual or projected doses require protective action for
members of the general public.

Depending on changes in the plant status, this phase of emergency re-
sponse may be completed within a few hours or may be prolonged over several
days. The next phase of the response is the evaluation of ground-level de-
position and the determination if there is or may be significant dose to the
public through food pathways, particularly milk. At TMI, this evaluation was
made in part through the collection of hundreds of samples of soil and grass
and their analysis through gamma-ray spectrometry, while other agencies sup-
plemented the state radiological agency in the collection and analysis of
milk. During this phase of the response, the capability of the DOE Environ-
mental Measurements Laboratory, for direct ground deposition measurements with
a germanium detector was particularly useful(6).

The implementation of this phase of the emergency response could be com-
pleted within a day, subject to a continuing need for periodic reconfirmation
as changes in the plant status occurred.

During the early phases of the emergency response, we do not anticipate
provision of fixed monitoring, either in the form of active on-line electronic
monitoring, or of passive integrating dosimeters. While provision of such
monitoring may be important as a component of the emergency planning for the
facility, we see only a limited place for it in the activities of an emergency
response team. There are two exceptions:

1. If the team responded prior to the on-set of releases and it was apparent
that no or very few fixed dosimeters were in place, we are prepared to add TLD
dosimeters in each sector around the release point.

2. We are also prepared to provide fixed air samplers in each sector, if it
appeared that the potential for releases might continue over a sustained peri-
od of time.

IV. Lessons From Three Mile Island Response

Several inadequacies in our emergency response became apparent during
the TMI incident. These included: minimum detectable levels, transportation
needs, coordination with other groups, communication, helicopter surveys, and
documentation requirements.

A. Minimum Detectable Levels

The need to assess radiation levels and airborne concentrations
well below those values which may require protective actions quickly became



apparent. In our response to TMI, we were unable to accurately access the
prevailing*cl mR/hr gamma f i e lds , since they were below the sens i t iv i ty of our
ion chambers instruments. We did use GM instruments. However, since they
were not calibrated for the 80 keV photons from 133Xe, which were predomi-
nant within a day or so after the incident, there was considerable uncertainty
of the accuracy of the measurements. A later calibration showed these
measurements to be a factor of 10 high. Likewise, until our analytical
capabilities were established on day three, we were unable to measure
radioiodine concentrations of l e ss than 1 x 10-10^Cl/cc. We are now pre-
pared to measure direct external radiation levels down to about natural back-
ground and at energies to 80 keV and to evaluate airborne radioiodine down to
a small fraction of MPC.

B. Transportation

In responding to an incident location some distance from i t s
everyday locale , a team probably wi l l not have adequate transportation and/or
know i t s way around. It i s very important to have maps, persons familiar with
the area, and transportation readily available.

C. Coordination With Other Monitoring Groups

The magnitude of the eventual response to TMI greatly exceeded
the capability of a single group. A combined force of professionals and tech-
nicians from Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory, Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory,
Environmental Measurements Laboratory, and Brookhaven, which eventually total-
led about 50 people, was utilized to conduct the monitoring for the collection
and analysis of samples, for the transmittal of data to concerned agencies,
and for the overall evaluation of the available environmental situation. De-
pending upon the magnitude of the incident, the ability to increase the size
of the initial response group may be very important.

D. Communication

Although our emergency response ki ts include walkie-talkies, we
found that their limited range restricted their usefulness. We would strongly
urge that in any future situation the f ie ld teams be provided with radios cap-
able of local and distant communication.

E. Helicopter Surveys

Airborne helicopter surveys were initiated during the first day
of the accident. They proved to be extremely valuable in defining the extent
and location of the plume, as well as in establishing the magnitude and type
of the releases. Coordination between the helicopter survey teams and the
ground-level teams can be a very important factor in determining the serious-
ness of an accident.

F. DocumentaLion

Soon after the first days of our response, the development of
adequate records of our surveys became a large problem. There were enormous
pressures to assure that every piece of survey information was fully docu-



r
mented and Identifiable* Unless the response team is prepared to handle this
need from the very beginning, the generation of paperwork can become over-
whelming at a later stage.
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Figure 1

RAD10NUCLIDES WITH SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION TO DOMINANT EXPOSURE MODES

Radionuciides with Significant
Contribution to Thyroid Exposure

Radionuclide

1-131

1-132

1-133

1-134

1-135

Te-132

Kr-88

Half Life
(days)

8.05

0.0858

0.875

0.0366

.028

3.25

0.117

Radionuciides with Significant
Contribution to Whole Body Exposure

Radionuclides with Significant
Contribution to Lung Exposure*
(Lung only controlling when
thyroid dose is reduced by iodine
blocking or there is a long delay
prior to releases).

Radionuclide

1-131

Te-132

Xe-133

1-133

Xe-135

1-135

Cs-134

Kr-88

Cs-137

Half Life
(days).

8.05

3.25

5.28

0.875

0.384

.028

750

0.117

11,000

Radionuclide

1-131

1-132

1-133

1-134

1-135

Cs-134

Kr-88

Cs-137

Ru-106

Te-132

Ce-144

Half Life
(days)

8.05

0.0858

0.875

0.0366

.028

750

0.117

11,000

365

3.25

284

•Derived from the uore probable Reactor Safety Study fuel melt categories and from postulated design basis
accident releases.

From Ref. 1.



Resources and Locations

This section or che Manual is devoced Co a tabulation of che equipment and

other resources available co che RAP and its physical location. The equipment

cited is Jedicaced co che RAP and is above and beyond all other equipment avail-

able at BML or any ocher Region I RAP participating organization.

On occasion some of che unique devices or special instruments may be used

in BNL related activities. This can only be done with prior approval of che

Department of Energy (DOE) Coordinator and only after prior notification of all

team capcains indicating che new exact location of che device.

Equipment

RAP Equipment Storage

The following equipment is maintained in a ready status at che Calibration

Facilicy, Building 348 at IS Vest Brsokhaven Avenue.

FIELD KITS

Instrument Kit (3 ea.)

Quancicy DESCRIPTION

1 - Victoreen Radector III, beta-gamma (ion Chamber)

1 - Victoreen CDV-700- count rate meter wich end window, chin wall and
under water GM probes

1 - Alpha scint. probe

1 - Battery operated air sampler and filters

4 - 200 MR self reading dosimeters

-+ - 200 R self reading dosimeters

i - Dosimeter charger

6 - XLD dosimeters

Misc. - Scop watch, flashlight, tape ruler, check sources and batteries.
iu/aO
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Filler cCic K i sa.)

tjuancicy DESCRIPTION

i - 1/16 s 3 inch diameces seine, wich chin window

1 - Eberline PRM-5 pulse race meter

i. -" Ebecline RASP-1 Ruggedized alpha probe

1 - Eberline SPA-3, 2 inch seine, probe

i - aberline HP-210 beca window pancake GM probe

Misc. - Spare parts, tape ruler, check sources, voitmecer, spare batteries,•
cables and gloves.

Super Fidler Kit (1 ea.)

i<uancity DESCRIPTION

1 - 1/16 x 5 inch diameter scint. with thin window

1 - Eberline SAM-2 mini scalar and rate meter

1 - RD-22, 2 x 2 inch scint. probe

Mite. - Rechargeable battery pack for SAM-2, tape ruler, and cables.

Muiti. Channel Analyzer Kit (1 ea.)

Quantity DESCRIPTION

1 - Davidson Model 4106 M.C.A. (4096 Channels)

1 - Digital Cassette Recorder

1 - Silent 700' Printing Terminal

1 - Inverter Power Supply & Power Cord

M.C.A. DETECTOR SYSTEMS

Quancicy DESCRIPTION

1 - Bicron 3 x 3 Hal Detector

1 - Canberra 2005 Preamp

1 - Canberra 2012 Amplifier
10, oC



..\. DETECTOR SYSTEMS cunt.

DESCaiPTION

i - Canberra 3002 H.V. Supply

1 - ORTEC High Pur icy Ge DecacCor

L - ORTEC 572 Amplifier

I - CRTEC 45? H.V. Supply

I - ORTEC Mini NIM BIN & Low Volcage Supply

1 - Beta a Gamma Reference sourcf; sec

1 - 3 0 Licer Dewar

environmental Radiation Monitor (1 ea.)

Reuter Stokes RSS-111, Range 0-5000 micro R/hr.

?orca-Air Sampler Kit (5 ea.)

Quancicy DESCRIPTION

1 - Portable (AC/DC) field iodine air sampler

1 - Viccoreen CDV-7QQ coune race meter with 6306GM probe and shield

5 - Sample canisters (silver loaded silica-gel)

5 - Sample canisters (TEDA charcoal)

Misc. - l copy sampling procedure, technical report, battery adapter cable,
25 ft. extension cable, screwdriver.

?or;a-Air Sampler Supply Kit ll ea.)

Quanticy DESCRIPTION

17 - Sample cansiseers (silver loaded silica-gel)

4 - Sample caniscers (TEDA charcoal)

1 - One gallon can (silver loaded silica-gel)

-iii-



t-Air Jamcier supply Kic cone.

Quantity DESCRIPTION

1 - Roll parc iculace paper

1 - 3eaker

2 - Screwdrivers

2 - Scissors

1 - CCV-7Q0 4 6306 probe

Misc. - 3lank labels, pre-marked labels, plascic bags.

Environmental Air Sampler (18 ea.)

Contains AC powered pump, lapsed tine meter, flow gauge, hose, filcer holder,
rain cover, filcer stand and power cord, 5 sample canisters, 6 particulate
rileers, padlock, chain.

ttigh Volume Air Samplers (2 ea.)

Staplex particuiate monitors.

Daca or Reference Kic - Color Code - Dark Brown Attache Case (2 ea.)

Road Maps
Radiation Handbooks and RAF Manual
Data Pads, Graph Paper, Pencils, Ruler
Masking Tape and Rope Tape
Signs and Tags
Small Sample Containers
Tape Measure
Pocket Knife
Polaroid Camera and Film
ooear Books and Filcer Paper
Calculator and Charger
small Plastic Bags

Protective Clothing Kit - Color Code - Brown (4 kits for 2 people ea.)

Head Covers
1/2 Face Respirators and Filters (2 A.O., 2 MSA, 2 Wilson)
Gloves (Heavy Plastic and Autopsy) (2 sizes)
Coveralls (Medium and Large)
Shoe Covers (Medium and Large)
Splash Suit & 1 Poncho
Tape (Wide, Masking)

10/ au
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Xic cone.

Wash and Dry Packecs

Plascic 3ags (Medium and Large)

Sample Co I Leecion Kic - Color Code - Green (4 ea.)

Plastic Bags (3 sizes)
Sample Concainers - Boccles (3-5 sizes)
Sample Containers - Can (3-5 sizes)
Masking Tape
Grease Pencils
Trowel
Tags
Scissors
Tongs

Run 3ags - (3 ea.)

Each bag contains rain suit, coat, gloves, hat socks, underwear, coilec
articles, rain boots, and coveralls.

Gasoline Powered Generators

2500 Watt, 115 Volts, AC (One each)
500 Wate, 115 Volts, AC (Two each)

Gasoline Can, 5 gallon (3 each)
Filter Funnel (3 each)

INDIVIDUAL ITEMS

Survey Instruments:

Quantity

3

3

1

l

2

1

3

Type

Victoreen 471A

Victoreen CDV-720

Teletector 6112

Victoreen CDV-715

Victoreen CDV-700

Victoreen CDV-700

Eberline El20

Description

Wide range beta-gamma (Ion Chamber:

Wide range beta-gamma (Icn Chamber.

Beta-gamma with telescoping probe \Ql-i

Gamma (Ion Chamber)

Count rate meter (GM)

Count rate meter, scint. i C:-:

Count rate aecer (GM)

iu,

-V-



aurvvv Ins c rumenc, J • cone.

Quancicy Type

i Viccoreen Radeccor III

3 Nucor CS-40A

Ludlum 12-S

1 Eberline PRM-5-3

1 Eberlme PAC-4G-3

EberLine PAC-4G-3
(Floor Monicor Mounc)

Eberline PAC-ISA

4 Eberline PAC-4S

1 Ludlum 12

Z LFE Corp SP2

Sealers and Detectors:

1

1

2

1

1

Eberline

Eberline

Eberline

Eberline

Eberline

Eberline

Eberline

Eberline

PS-1

PS-2

MS-2

SH-3

SH-5

HP-210

SH»4

FC-2

Description

Seca-gamma (.Ion Chamber)

Wide range beta-gamma (Ion Chamber)

Micro R mecer (seine.)

Line-Log Pulse Rate Meter with PG-2
low energy gamma seine, probe

Line-Log Gas Proportional survey meter
with AC-21 alpha probe

Line-Log Gas Proportional survey niecer
with AC-21 alpha probe, AC-213 beca prjoe

Alpha seine, detector, SPA-1 probe
with sample Cray

Line-Log alpha scint . detector

Counc race meter with alpha seine.

Neutron detector (Snoopy)

Portable Sealer

Portable Sealer (2 High Voltage adj.)

Portable Sealer & race mecer

GM counter with sample tray

Gas Flow counter wich sample tray

Beta window pancake GM probe

Holder wich sample tray for U?-2iO
probe

Lab. type, lead shielded, gas flow
proportional counter & gas cylinder

10/60
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•i>:u .^menc :jr Use on Emergency True*

Maps
.1AP Manual
Fir it AiU Ki. c
Tool Kit I Fundamental)
Jumper cable
Fire extinguisher
Flares 19)
Blankets (2)
Shovel
Flashlight
Plastic Tarpaulin
Flood light

Miscellaneous Proceccive Cloching

Coveralls - 12 pair
Head Covers, cotton - IS
Apron, rubberized - 1
Leather gloves, lead lined - 1 pair
Leather work gloves - 4 pair
Coccon work gloves •• 5 pair
Rubber gloves - 5 pair
Plascic gloves, disposable - ISO pair
Snoe covers, rubberized - 24
Shoe covers, canvas - 3 pair
shoe covers, lighc plascic - 20
Shoe covers, heavy plastic - 8 p#.
Rubbers, yellow coe - 2 pair
Rain boocs, rubber - 2 pair
Tarpaulin, canvas - 3
Respirator (A.O.), 1/2 face - 1
Respiracor (M.S.A.), 1/2 face wich spare filters (Type H) ~ 22 pair
Respirator filters (Wilson) Type R12 - 16 pair
Proceccive eye glasses, plastic - 6 pair

Miscellaneous Items

Portable communications transceivers (5)
Portable AM/FM broadcast receivers (2)
Binoculars - 2 pair
Radiation signs & tags (assorted)
Ribbon tape
Rope
Pads
Pencils
Reinforced filament cape
Plascic bags

10,30
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3ce 1 Igneous Lceais cont.

boccles, 100ML, 100 each
Marine Hi beakers
Spare TE0A -ajrcoal, and silver loaded silica-gel
Vacuum drying oven cor silica-gel
Saccery packs for Eberline sealers (4 each)
Spare type R51 tilcers for battery operated air samplers
Sample canisters for env. air samplers - (200)
Parciculate filters for env. air samplers - (300)

lo/o0
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